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Soft territorial cooperation
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• Build on specific territorial challenges and opportunities

• Strategic medium to long term objectives 

• Open and fuzzy 

• sectoral scope 

• geographical boundaries 

• partnership 

• Can be understood as “communities of intent”

• Voluntary cooperation with strong bottom-up component

• based on needs and shared strategic ambitions of actors linked to 

their shared territorial embeddedness (‘intent’)



Strengths and limitations of soft 
territorial cooperation
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Enhanced ownership leading to better implementation 

Flexibility to tackle issues at the “right” territorial scale

Multi-level and cross-sectoral cooperation facilitated

 But: primarily suited for issues that promise to deliver 

a win-win outcome for all cooperation partners involved, 

but less suited for asymmetric outcomes (e.g. in terms of 

resource distribution, cost sharing, burden sharing, etc.)
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1. Cooperation can increase the 
efficiency and quality with which 
SGIs are provided 
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 25 municipalities along the newly 

built highway, connecting Vienna 

(AT) with Prague (CZ)

 Anticipated high pressure on land 

due to improved accessibility

 Aim of cooperation is to manage 

growth and development and 

preserver rural character

 Developed binding regional spatial 

plan – defines centres where 

growth shall take place and zones 

where residential and business 

location development is limited

Regional development 

cooperation 

north of Vienna (AT)
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2. Cooperation can counteract 
pessimism and lethargy
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Halmstad cooperation (SE)

 Cooperation between town of 

Halmstad and six neighbouring 

municipalities, covering an area 

of 6,900 km2

 located between Gothenburg and 

Malmö. Travel times to both 

metropolitan areas are just over 

90 minutes.

 fear among local stakeholders 

that Halmstad and its 

surroundings will end up in a 

‘growth shadow’

 Aims at ‘smart specialisation’ that 

makes it possible to counter 

possible centralising trends

 slim and non-bureaucratic 

approach to cooperation



3. Cooperation can lead to 
innovative ideas and can 
overcome existing rivalries
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 Cooperation between Cantons Uri, 

Tessin, Wallis and Graubünden

 Different languages (German, 

Italian, Raetoromans) and high 

mountains as barriers to 

cooperation

 Aim to counteract the economic 

decline of the area, especially after 

the closure of a military base

 Focus on joint touristic 

development (joint infrastructure 

and marketing), but also on 

agriculture, industry, etc.

Gotthard Action Area (CH)



Role of national and European 
authorities
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Provide territorial policies that encourage soft 

cooperation

Make arrangements to monitor and coordinate among 

different cooperation instances 

Provide platforms for actors to meet and explore 

common intersts

Provide facilitation support

Ensure stable funding for basic management tasks
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Conclusion
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 Soft territorial cooperation can counteract at least 

some of the drivers of rural depopulation

• Cooperation can increase the efficiency and quality with which 

SGIs are provided 

• Cooperation can counteract pessimism and lethargy 

• Cooperation can lead to innovative ideas and can 

overcome existing rivalries

 Regional, national and European can provide the 

substrate for more soft cooperation instances to 

emerge
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ESPON ACTAREA –

Guide to developing soft territorial 

cooperation

 https://www.espon.eu/actarea

// Thank you
Nathalie Wergles

This presentation will be made 

available at: www.espon.eu/xxx


